


Licence to plan your way

Licence 2 modular desking gives you the freedom to express your culture and brand 

without compromise. From private offices to open plans, choose your palette of parts 

and go as far as your imagination takes you. 

Suite shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ). Murano (8290M) task chair with polished aluminum base and Terrace Lotus (TC60) seat.  
Murano (8292M) guest chair with Chrome (CHR) base and Terrace Lotus (TC60) seat. Ballara (9751) armchair with Chrome (CH) base 
and Terrace Cherry Blossom (TC64). Licence 2 table top in Designer White (DWT) with flat disc column base in Chrome. Ballara (9766) 
table in Designer White (DWT) top and Chrome (CH) base.



Peak performer

(Left) Suite shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ).  Murano (8290M) task chair with 
polished aluminum base and Terrace  Bluebell (TC65) seat. Murano (8292M) 
guest chair with Chrome (CHR) base and Terrace Bluebell (TC65) seat.  
(Above) Suite shown in Winter Cherry (WCR) and tackboard in  Terrace 
Lotus (TC60). Murano (8290M) task chair with polished  aluminum base 
and Prescott Dash (PC01) leather. Murano (8292M) guest chair with Chrome 
(CHR) base and Prescott Dash (PC01) leather.

Complements traditional to contemporary spaces and everything in 

between. Plan horizontally and vertically to create visually compelling 

and diverse office landscapes. Define your space and personalize your 

aesthetic with a broad range of standard components.



Support agile spaces

Expands, evolves and adapts as you do. Licence 2 is compatible with Boulevard, 

Boulevard System 3, Bridges II, FreeFit and Kadin, making possible an easy integration of 

product lines to create a seamless floor plan. Non-handed, modular components ensure 

flexibility for future needs.

Suites shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ) and White Chocolate (WHC), tackboards in Terrace Lotus (TC60). Murano (8290M) task chair 
with polished aluminum base and Terrace Cherry Blossom (TC64) seat. Murano (8292M) guest chair with Chrome (CHR) base and 
Terrace Cherry Blossom (TC64) seat. Licence 2 table top in Designer White (DWT) with flat disc column base in Chrome. FreeFit table 
shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ) with Tungsten (TUN) base. Ballara (9762) bench with Chrome (CH) base and Terrace Apple (TC66) 
fabric. Ballara (9754) table in Winter Cherry (WCR) top and Chrome (CH) base.



Create your place

(Above) Suite shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ), White Chocolate (WHC) and Tungsten (TUN) base, cushions in Terrace Cherry  
Blossom (TC64). Murano (8290M) task chair with polished aluminum base and Terrace Cherry Blossom (TC64) seat.  
(Right) Reception desk shown in White Chocolate (WHC) and Clear Maple (CMB). Ballara (9762) bench with Chrome (CH) 
base and Terrace Apple (TC66) seat. Ballara (9754) table in Winter Cherry (WCR) top and Chrome (CH) base.

Support people in any place. Limitless configuration options ensure a diversity of  

work modes are supported. From private offices to reception and desking, provide 

choice for each and every space and work style. 



Stylish and refined

Create open or enclosed applications to support group or individual work in comfort 

and style. The exceptional build quality combined with a rich palette of finishes 

create a refined look that will stand the test of time.

Suite shown in Clear Maple (CMB). Murano (8290M) task chair with polished aluminum base and Prescott Dash (PC01) leather. 
Murano (8292M) guest chair with Chrome (CHR) base and Terrace Lotus (TC60) seat. Ballara (9752NA) sofa with Chrome (CH) base 
and Terrace Flirt (TC73) fabric. Ballara (9755) table in Clear Maple (CMB) top and Chrome (CH) base.



International 
Global Furniture Group
560 Supertest Road, Toronto Ontario Canada M3J 2M6 
Tel (416) 661-3660  (800) 668-5870

Canada 
Global Furniture Group
1350 Flint Rd., Toronto Ontario Canada M3J 2J7  
Sales & Marketing: Tel (1-877) 446-2251

Global Furniture Group. These products may be covered by one or more issued patents or pending patent applications in Canada, the U.S. and elsewhere. All intellectual 
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Cover: Suite shown in Absolute Acajou (ACJ). Murano (8290M) task chair with polished aluminum base and Terrace
Bluebell (TC65) seat. Murano (8292M) guest chair with Chrome (CHR) base and Terrace Bluebell (TC65) seat.

 

Flat disc base

Flat square base

Monoleg 3" diameter Square post leg 3" x 3"

Loop leg

U black (UB)

U chrome (UC)

Bow black (BB) 

Bow chrome (BC)Round nickel (RN)

Flat aluminum (FA)

LP - Thermally fused laminate 1" thickness

B - High pressure laminate 11⁄16" thickness

W - High pressure laminate 17⁄16" thickness

Features

Handles

Edges Legs
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